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SECTION IV NARRATIVE. OP OPERATION. 

who was concealed in perfectly fortified positions. Resistance was 
characterized by extremely heavy small arms, knee mortar, and 'large 
mortar fire-. ...The right of this RCT was unable to move forward re
gardless of repeated efforts to envelop and to even by-pass the 
resistance holding up its advance- At 1120 BLT 2/24 was directed 
to reconnoiter the area of BLT 3/25 with the probability of reliev
ing that BLT that night. Upon consolidation at 1640 contact was 
made, with RCT 23 and maintained with RCT 25. BLT 2/24 continued in 
Division Reserve* 

' . 
(c) RCT 25, on the right, with BLTIs. 1/25, 2/25, and 3/25

in line from left to right, held its position and maintained contact 
with RCT 24 on its left. Elements of the RCT and the Division 
Reconnaissance Company continued mopping up operations in the rear 

* 

areas and in the vicinity of TA 184 "XL» . . 

(f) 14th Marines* Other than the preparation fires for
 
the attack, fires were executed on. call from the RCT's. Eighteen

(18) rounds 'of yellow smoke were fired to pin-point targets for 
support aircraft. There were no changes in assignments. VAC LANFOR 
Artillery reinforced fires on call. Air observation fired a total 
of nine (9) missions* No targets were reported by sound ranging' 
during the period. The total number of missions fired was 303. 

(g) 4th Tank Battalion. Tanks were able to render some 
support to the attack of RCT 23, even though their approach was 
restricted more or less to roads. A mine field was encountered in 
TA 201 NOT and three (3) tanks were destroyed. Further tank activity 
in this area was delayed until the minefield was cleared by the 
engineers- During a requested air strike in TA 185 XL, an auxiliary 
gas tank of Napalm, through error,, was dropped in TA 201 N and fell 
directly to the rear of a friendly tank. The Napalm was splashed 
all over the tank. The outer surfaces of the tank caught fire but 
the crew successfully evacuated the tank and with a portable CO2 
extinguisher put out the fire. The crew sustained no casualties and 
the tank was not put out of action. At the end of the period, 

•thirty-two- (32) tanks we're operational* 

(h) Aviation. . CTF 52-2 continued to furnish air support. 
The Division requested two (2) strikes, one (l) of which was com
pleted in TA 185 XL and the other of which was cancelled by.-the 
originator. The 7th Fighter Command, with eight (8) P-51's strafed 
the coastal area in the Division zone. .VKO-4 flew seven (7) tac
tical observation missions and five (5) planes were operational at 
the end of the -period*- The 726th SAW Squadron reverted to VAC • 
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(I) Naval Gunfire. Pour (4).DD's fromCTF 54 supported the 
attack.. Call fires for the period were executed in TA1 s 185 and 202* 
A large amount of 40mm ammunition was employed in lieu of 5" as .a 
safety precaution. One (l) naval gunfire spotter aboard aDD ad
justed fires along the coastal area. 

(3) 4th Engineer Battalion* There were no changes in 
assignments. This battalion continued to support the RCT's by 
executing demolitions on pillboxes, blockhouses,- and the entrances 
and exits to paves and by mine removal and road work in the forward 
and rear aeeas ¦ 

(k) Combat Efficiency. The combat efficiency had been 
reduced by excessive casualties, particularly to key personnel, and 
battle fatigue, to an estimated 455. 

(l) 'feather and' Visibility. The weather was cloudy and 
cold,, visibility was fair,. and ceiling was overcast 10/10

19* FROM 1800, 8 MAR .45 TO 1800 , 9 MAR" 45 (D PLUS -18) 

'(a) By 1800 enemy fires, consintirig of rockets, mortars, 
grenades, rifle, and machine gun fire, were increasing in intensity, 
building up to a peak about 2000. Casualties were suffered in units 
all along the Division front and particularly in the. area of TA 184 
ABFG-. Znemy movements indicated that, either a counter-attack or a 
large scale infiltration would be attempted. Enemy units infiltrated 
in the zones of all RCT's but were most successful in the zone . of 
RCT 23 where some elements reached the CP of BLT 2/23. At 1920 ten 
(10) to fifteen (15) Japanese were observed on a ridge in TA 202 OR. 
Artillery fire was requested on this area, and the enemy were either 
killed or dispersed. At 2300 there was considerable enemy activity 
along the. front of BLT 3/24 and extending to the left in the zone of 
BLT 2/23 where infiltration attempts were reported. At 2330 the 
enemy attacked BLT 2/23 in force, and some elements succeeded in 
penetrating as. far as the BLT GP where they were either killed or 
dispersed. .;It was apparent that this skirmish was not an all out 
"Banzai" attack but a well-planned "and predetermined counter-attack 
in force- Gaptured information revealed that an assembly area had 
been designated at the crossroads in TA 201 N, from which the enemy 
moved up, to CR 331 and south along the road to the CP of BLT 2/23, 
and that the forward elements were to be followed Tsy a much larger 
force. The attack failed because of intense artillery fire, and the 
disruption of the Japanese communications 
the enemy were killed in the zone of- BLT 
attack. 

f A total' of over 400 of 
2/23 during this counter
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("b) ¦ Throughout the night there was constant pressure along 
the front of RCT 24; numerous small units attempted to* infiltrate, 
but all were repulsed and enemy dead in this zone totaled 150 for the 
night. Some infiltration was attempted through RCT 25 "but .no enemy 
were successful- Illumination fires were employed throughout the 
night. Contact throughout the night was maintained with a support 
ship of the 3d. Marine Division which fired on possible rocket posi
tions in TA!s 185 and 202 and kept the east coast under observation* 
At 0415 Flash Red was reported; at 0505 Flash Blue, control G-reen, 
was received, and at 0512 Flash white was reported* 

(c) Following a coordinated VAC LANFOR-Division Artillery. 
preparation from -King-hour to King-hour plus 10, with a limitation 
on ammunition expenditure to 1000 rounds 75mm, 'and 1000 rounds 105mm, 
the Division continued the attack at King-hour, 0700, in accordance 
with VAC .LANFOR Order No. 16-45, to complete the mission assigned in-
the previous Operation Order. Formation and no change;- boundaries 
Line of Departure front lines at King-hour

(ft) RCT 25, less BLT 1/23, resumed the attack in a column
 
of battalions with BLT 2/23 in the assault. Considerable advance
 
was made on the right and the right center against fairly light
 
opDosition, but the entire left was held up by intense enemy fire
 
from' the ridge in TA 202 B&- BLT 1/23 was released to RCT 23 at
 
1500, and BLT 3/23 reverted to VAC LANFOR Reserve at 1700 in TA 165
 
BC Although ordered to consolidate at 1700, this RCT continued the
 
attack to improve its positions and did not halt the attack until
 
1730. RCT 23 maintained contact with the 3d Division on the left
 
and with RCT 24 on the right.
 

(c) RCT 24, less BLT 2/24, began the attack at King-hour
 
with the main effort on the left in order to overrun a center of
 
resistance along the boundary- This attack was not successful, and
 
after a rapid reorganization the RCT launched a second attack at
 
0900, resulting in a breakthrough for a gain of about 300 yards on
 
the left and left center. BLT l/24, having suffered numerous
 
casualties began a reorganization of its units into a consolidated
 
BLT of two (2; companies under the. command of the RCT Executive . .
 
Officer- The BLT Commander was relieved just prior to this reorgani
zation- By 1200' BLT 1/24 "was able to advance its line on the left
 
to a position opposite BLT 3/24. Extremely heavy resistance on the
 
right held up the advance and little gain was ¦made in that sector.
 
Upon consolidation for the night at 1700, this RCT was in contact
 
with elements on its right and left. BLT 2/24 was released to RCT
 
25 at 0500 to relieve BLT 3/25 on the^extreme right of the Division
 
zone- .'.Tnen released, BLT 3/25. was .directed 'to assemble in TA1 s 182
 
0 and 183 XL as- Division Reserve. "'BLT 3/25 cli>fi Ĵj?«' t*M
J J^Wfil^Sirfk 
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area at 0730. 

(f)( f ) RCT 25. less BLT 3/25, and plus BLT 2/24, maintained 
its positions and was unable to advance on the left because of the 
resistance holding up the. right of BLT 1/24. A prominent' reentrant 
resulted from the inability of these two BLT 1 s to advance; however, 
plans were made to drive through this area on the morning of 10 
March. 

(g) 4th Provisional Battalion. A temporary Provisional 
Battalion, consisting of thirty-ieight (38) officers and four hundred 
eighty-height (488) enlisted was organized from the Support G-roup and 
assembled in TA 182 V as Division Reserve for emergency use in the 
rear areas* 

\ (h) 14th Marines. 1/14 was in direct support of RCT 25,
2/14 in direct Support RCT 23, 3/14 in direct support RCT 24, 4/14
in general support, and VAC LANFOR Artillery reinforced fires on 
call* Air observers fired a total of seventeen (17) missions during
the period. VAC LANPQR Artillery was fired on three (3) targets
which required heavy artillery. Six (6) targets were reported and 
were fired upon during the period from information secured by sound 
ranging. The total number of missions fired was 343. 

(i) 4th Tank Battalion* There were no changes in assign' 
ments. At the end of the period thirty-three (33) tanks were opera
tional, eight (8) were damaged and thirteen (13) were destroyed. 
Company "B" towed a 7.2 rocket launcher in the zone of BLT 1/24 and 
fired twenty (20) rockets. Results were not successful. 

.. O) Aviation. CTG- 52-2 and the 7th AAF continued to fur
nish a^r support. Of the eight (8) support missions requested, four 
(4) were completed. The remainder ,were cancelled because the front 
lines were too close to the target areas by the time these missions 
came in;. RCT 23 reported that the P-51 mission with 500-pound 
delayed-action bombs was very effective. VKO-4 flew six (6) tactical 
observation missions- Successful tests were completed of smoke 
rockets fired from VMO-4 wing-mounted bazookas for target designa
tion. One (l) VKO-4 plane, armed with six (6) smoke rockets, was 
available 'on call to designate, targets for support aircraft. 

(k) Naval .-.Gunfire. Because of the increasing limitations
 
upon fire possibilities, the Division Naval Gunfire Support' was
 
reduced to two (2) DD's. In supporting the Division attack, fires
 
were placed in TA's 185, 186 and 202, with two (2) VOF planes
 
furnishing air spot. 

46 
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(l) 4th Engineer Battalion. There were no changes in
 
assignments or tasks of this battalion.
 

(m) 4th Pioneer Battalion* At 0800 the Division Shore 
Party was relieved by the G-arrison Force. For the remainder of the 
period this battalion was disposed tactically for beach defense . It 
was directed to be prepared to assemble in Division Reserve on one 
(l) hour's notice. 

(n) Combat Efficiency remained at an estimated 455. 
(o) Ifeather and Visibility. The weather was cool; visi

bility was unlimited. The ceiling was unlimited in the morning, 
decreasing to 1500 feet by the end of the period. 

FROM 1800, ~ 
*-j\j»-^SO. i. Ahy/AJ. J.\*J\J KJ f 9c/ MAR 45 v-/ J-KJ\J V/ « 10 MARj..uraj.L 45 \ ¦>*> j- /j. j-rju.i~x i~> -!• -yv L /r/TO 1800. A-\J 

(D PLUS 19-:- ) 
r 

(a) Enemy activity during the night was relatively quiet. 
The front lines received a small amount of light and medium mortar 
fire at infrequent intervals during the night. There were several 
unsuccessful attempts at infiltration. In order to insure the clos
ing of the reentrant in TA 184 CH, and to shorten the lines across 
the Division front, Division decided to have RCT 25 relieve BLT 1/24, 
the right BLT of RCT 24, with BLT 3/25, which was in Division Reserve 
prior to 0630- BLT 3/25 was released to RCT 25 at 0300. RCT 23, on 
the left, was then ordered to assume control of BLT 3/24 in its pre
sent zone at 0630. linen relieved by RCT's 23 and 25, RCT 24, less 
BLTls 2/24 and 3/24,. was ordered to assemble in TA's 182 0 and 183 
XL as Division Reserve. Two (2) DD!s provided illumination in the 

•Division zone during the night. ; 

(b) After a coordinated VAC LANFOR-Divis ion Artillery pre
paration from King-hour minus 25 to King-hour minus 15, and from 
King-hour minus 10 to King-hour, and moving forward in successive 
concentrations of 100 yards every five (5) minutes from King-hour to 
King-hour plus 15, the Division resumed the attack with tiro (2) RCT's 
in assault' at King-hour, 0800, in accordance with VAC LAI4FOR Order 
No- 17-45, to destroy. the enemy and capture the remainder of the 
island within its zone of action. For formation; and boundaries, see-
the map, Progress of Attack. Line of peparture front lines at
 
King-hour. .
 • ¦ 

' -(c) RCT 23, on the left, less BLT 3/23, and with BLT 3/24
attached, continued the attack at King-hour with two (2) BLT's in 
assault, 2/23 on the left and 3/24 on the right, and with 1/23 in 
RCT Reserve, making its main effort on the right. Progress on. the 
left was steady against light mortar and small arms fire coming 
from caves along the cliffline- marking "the Div||lp|«|uA*fMl|P||lllf% 

v lINILAJ&IrItU 
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the right the advance was slow against strong' enemy resistance 
throughout 'the zone. After a steady advance resulting in consider
able gains, the RCT took up a favorable -de fens ive position along a 
line about 400 to 600 yards from the beach.- Consolidation for the 
night. was begun at 1700- Contact was maintained from right to left 
within the Division. At about 1500 patrols- reached the coast line 
within the zone without encountering the enemy. At 1115 BLT 3/25, 
which was in VAC LANFOR Reserve , was released to RCT control. The 

Reserve,RCT was emplojred irfmopping up- the rear areas throughout
the day* ** 

? 

(d) RCT 25,. .on the right, vith BLT -2/24 and the Reconn' aissance Company attached;, completed- the 'relief of BLT 1/24 by, BLT 
3/25 at 0600 and assumed control of the- zone as assigned in the 
attack order. See the map, Progress of Attack* At King-hour BLT !s 
3/25 and 1/25 jumped off in a coordinated attack supported by the 
fire of BLT's 2/25 and 2/24. Pivoting on the right"of BLT 1/25, 
these two BLT!s turned towards the southeast and were able to break 
through the reentrant and .make a considerable gain during the day. 
During the day advance elements of BLT 1/25 were 'pinched out and'were 
employed, together; with units of 3LT 2/25', to liquidate an area of 
resistance which" developed- in-TA. 184 N. At 1700, when consolidation 
was ordered, RCT £'5.had reached the line shown, on. the map, Progress 
of Attack, and was occupying favbrable ground for defense. The 
Division Reconnaissance Company was assigned the task of containing 
and destroying the enemy in TA 183 J in order to protect the rear 
areas from possible infiltration from caves in this vicinity. The 
advance of RCT 25 overran and annihilated the strong positions of' 
the enemy and secured the commending ground in the zone* The rear 
areas, were mopped up as the advance was continued* 

(c) RCT 24. less BLT fs , 2/24 and 3/24, " 
reverted to Division 

Reserve in TA's 182 0 and 183. XL at 0630. At 1115, VAC LANFOR 
directed that BLT 1/24 be assigned to VAC LANFOR Reserve and remain 
in position in above TA's

(f) 4th Provisional Battalion, in Division Reserve,
established defensive positions on the left of the Division zone in 
the rear areas. There' was no activity reported during the night.. 
During the daylight hours patrols from this -battalion began mopping 
ud operations in the Division ;rear ,.. are as- . '"''"] 

(g) 14th Marines . 1/14 was in direct support of RCT 25, 
2/14 in direct support of RCT.. £3, 3/14 in direct support of RCT 24 
prior to 0630, after which" 'time', it reinforced the fires of 2/14;
4/14 was in general support, and VAC LANFCR..Artillery,re inforeed 
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period. The total number of missions fired was 329 • 

(h) 4th Tank Battalion. Company "C" was attached to HCT
 
23, Company "A" to RCT 25, and Company" "B" was under Battalion con-

trol- 'At the end of the period thirty-five (35) tanks were opera
tional, six (6) damaged, and thirteen (13) destroyed* One .(l)
 
platoon of Company "Cn operated with RCT 9 during the day.
 

(i) Aviation. Two (2) missions were requested by the
 
Division from tho 7th Fighter Command, but both were cancelled
 
because, the front lines moved forward so rapidly that the strikes
 
could not be employed. VMO-4 flew seven (7) tactical observation
 
missions. . Beginning at 0700 this -period, and daily thereafter until
 
they were secured, close air support groups were to be composed of
 

•'eight	 (8) P-51 aircraft, each armed with two (2) 500 pound bombs and 
.full'ammunition* Flights were to be relieved on station at two (2) 
hour intervals, the first flight 0700, the last flight 1700* 

(j) Naval Gunfire- One (l) DD with VOF air spot supported 
the Division during the day* Before all fire was lifted, because of
 
the 'rapid advance of the Division front, one (l) mission was fired
 
in caves in TA 185 J. The ship was held for emergenc2/ missions, and
 
VOF air spot was employed in keeping the Division's front under
 
observation throughout tho day.
 

1(k) 4th Engineer Battalion. No change in assignments or
 
duties*
 

(l) 4th Pioneer Battalion, was prepared to assemble in TA
 
IS6 F on one (l) hour's notice as Division Reserve*
 

(m) Combat 
'
Efficie ncy of this Division was reduced by
 

excessive casualties, particularly to key personnel , and battle
 
fatigue to an estimated 40$.
 

- (n) leather and. Visibility. The weather was cool and
 
fair; visibility was' unlimited; ceiling was overcast 1/10 to 2/10*
 

¦21* FROM 1800, 10 MAR 45 TO 1800. 11 HAR 45 (D PLUS BO ) 

(a). Enemy activity was relatively quiet along tho entire
 
front. Some infiltration attempts were made on the front of RCT 25*
 
The area of resistance by-pa'seed in 184 N was contained by elements
 
of this RCT. Ifwas quite, apparent that the main enemy resistance
 
had been broken but .that the Japanese were continuing their passive
 
defense from an intricate -system of we'll concealed caves* These
 
caves were- hard to locate and were generally
 c^S^U3!^only when 

' 
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the enemy opened fire- -Two (2) DD's provided illumination for the -Division throughout the night.. 

(b) The Division continued the attack at King-hour minus 
60, King-hour being 0830, in accordance with VAC LANFOR Order No
18-45, without a preliminary artillery or naval gunfire preparation, 
to assist in the completion of the capture of IWO JIHA. "Formation 
and boundaries no change; Line of Departure front lines at King-
hour. 

(6) RCT 25, with BLT's 2/23 and 3/24 abreast, continued 
the attack at King-hour minus 60 and rapidly overran the weak enemy 
resistance to its front by employing combat patrols to cover all of 
the beach areas ? On the left of the RCT zone, the mopping up could 
not.be completed because RCT 9 of the 3d Division was o]3erating
along' the boundary and in the zone of action of RCT 23. On the 
right, BLT 3/24 encountered strong enemy resistance in the vicinity 
of TA 185 K. This resistance was reduced by the end of the period, 
and combat patrols had cleared out the remainder of this zone. BLT's 
1/23 and 3/23, in RCT Reserve, were employed in mopping uo the rear 
area. At 1530 BLT 1/23 relieved BLT 2/23 in its zone, completing 
the relief by 1700

(d) RCT 25 , with BLT's 3/25, 2/25, and 2/24 in line from 
left 'to right, continued the attack at 0745, fifteen (15) minutes 
late, to execute the mission assigned. BLT 1/25 neutralized, the 
enemy resistance in TA 184 Nby 1100. Shortly after the assault was 
initiated, the left of the line received intense fire from rockets, 
mortars, and small arms. The center of this fire area was located 
as being in the vicinity of TA 185 PQV, and it was at once apparent 
that this area was the final defensive position .of the enemy in this 
zone. The terrain in this area was not normal in any respect; it 
could be classified only as a terrain freak of nature.' However, it 
was well suited for the construction of cave positions, and the 
Japanese had utilized this advantage to the fullest extent. Their 
scheme of maneuver was to hold up the advance as long as it x^as 
possible, and to inflict as many casualties as they could before 
they were forced to adopt their usual suicidal tactics. By the end 
of the period, this resistance in the above TA had not been liqui
dated. The Division Reconnaissance Company continued mopping up 
operations in the rear aye a. 

was 
(c) RCT 24, less 

in VAC LANFGR Reserve. 
three (3) BLT's, had no Change. BLT 1/24 

attached 
(f) 4th Provisional Battalion||MQr^jgll) platoon 
to the Pioneer Battalion for 3^ 

was 

'>
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during the hours of darkness. The Battalion continued mopping up
operations in the rear areas of the Division zone* 

(g) 14th Marines. In accordance with VAC LANFOR Order,
2/14, 3/14 and 4/14 fired a thirty (30) minute preparation from King-
hour minus 10 to King-hour plus 20 in the zone of the sth Marine' 
Division. 1/14 was in direct support of the Division until 1430, 
when it was directed to reinforce the 13th Marines. VKO-4 fired one 
(l) mission during the period p.nd executed surveillance of fires in 
the Division zone* Artillery spot missions were secured at 1145.. 
No targets were reported by sound ranging. The total number of 
missions fired in the 4th Division zone was eleven (ll); the total 
in support of sth Division was twenty-six (26). 

(h) 4th Tank Battalion- At the end of the period, thirty-
nine (39) tanks were operational, four (4) were damaged, and eleven 
(ll)were destroyed. During the afternoon one (l) flame thrower 
tank with crew was -loaned to the 3d Marine Division* 

(1) Aviation. VMO-4 flew nine (9) tactical observation 
missions. One (1) plane was hit by enemy machine gun fire, and. at 
the end of the period one (l) plane was operational » 

(j) Naval Gunfire* No fires were placed in the Division 
zone during the day. One (l) DD was on call for possible emergency 
missions. 

(k) 4th Engineer Battalion. Company "A" was attached to 
RCT 25, Company IfBM to RCT 24, and Company llC" to RCT 23. Allunits 
continued the execution of demolitions and road work in the areas 
of these respective RCT !s« 

(l) 4th Pioneer Battalion. No change in assignment* 

(m) Combat Efficiency was reduced to an estimated 38^. 
(n) Weather and Visibility. The weather was fair, visi

bility unlimited, and ceiling overcast 2/10 to 8/10. 

22* FROM 1800, 11 MAR 45 TO 1800, 12 MAR 45 (D PLUS 21) 

(a) Activity for the night consisted of sporadic mortar
 
and small arms fire coming from the center of resistance in the zone
 
of RCT 25. The majority of this fire was aimless and apparently
 
fired with no other purpose than to bolster the courage of the
 
enemy. Some infiltration was attempted from this area, but all
 
attempts were unsuccessful. One (l-)-DD illuminated the zone 0f...
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action for the Division. 

(b) Division Administrative Order No. 1-45, Warning Order 
for reembarkation, was issued at 0800. Heembarkation was to begin 
on or about 14 March. 

(c) The Division continued. the attack at King-hour plus 
SO, King-hour being 0700, in accordance with VAC LANFOR Order" No. 
19-4-5, to eliminate the pocket of resistance in TA 185 PQUV and to 
mop up thoroughly the zone, beginning at the coastline and working 
progressively back through the zone in order to destroy the remain-
ing Japanese within the area* Boundaries and zones of action no 
change • 

(d) RCT 25, on the left, employed BLT 3/24 to assist RCT 
25 in containing the enemy in the center of 'resistance in TA 185 
PQUV. At King-hour this RCT, less BLT 3/24, began a systematic 
mopping up of its area from the beach toi^ard the RCT rear area line* 
The evacuation of Marine dead and the burial of enemy dead as well 
as a general policing of the area occupied the remainder of the 
period* 

(c) HOT 25, with BLT's 3/25, 2/25 and 2/24 in line, at 
0900 began mopping up operations to destroy the organized resistance 
in its area* Because the area of this resistance was relatively 
small and was contained on three (3) sides (see the map, Progress 
of Attack) , it was "necessary to limit the weapons employed to small 
arms, mortars, and flame throwers. The character of the terrain 
prohibited the employment of tanks. The enemy were entrenched in 
ravines, caves and man-made pillboxes, and were extremely tenacious-
In order to annihilate this resistance it was necessary to flush the 
enemy out of these emplacements one or two at a time* The Division 
Reconnaissance Company was employed in mopping up the rear areas. 
Detachments from RCT Headquarters were employed to evacuate Marine-
dead and to bury enemy dead* 

U) RCT 24 , less three (3) BLT's, had no change. BLT 1/24
continued in VAC LANFOR Reserve. 

(g) 4th Provisional Battalion* One (l) platoon was assign
ed to the Piongfr Battalion for the defense of Beach Blue 1 during 
the hours of darkness- At 1400 the battalion was disbanded and the 
elements thereof reverted to Darent control* 

(h) 14th Marines. Four (4) battalions fired preparation 
fires in the sth Marine Division zone from 0903 to 0913". 3/14 fired 
harassing in the, from 1900 to 0913zone to JLO4S. 
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The total number of missions fired was 84« 

(i) 4th Tank Battalion- Two (?) flame thrower tanks, with
out crews, were loaned to the sth Marine Division. At the end of 
the period, forty-one (41) tanks were operational, two (2) were 
damaged, and eleven (ll) were destroyed. 

tj) Aviation. VKO-4 flew four (4) tactical observation 
missions, and at the end of the period two (2) .planes were opera
tional* 

(k) Naval Gunfire » One (l) DD maintained contact with the 
Division in case emergency fires were required* 

(l) The 4th Engineer Battalion continued operations in 
support of the RCT's. 

(m) 4th Pioneer Battalion* No change

(n) Combat Efficiency was estimated to be 36^. 
(o) Weather and Visibility* The weather was fair and 

cool, visibility was fair, overcast 8/10 to 10/10* 
23. FROM 1800, 12 MAR 45 TO 1800^ 13 MAR 45 (D PLUS 22 

(a) During the night sporadic and generally aimless mortar 
and machine gun fire was directed towards the Division rear areas. 
Attempted infiltration from the enemy compressed within the center 
of resistance was continuous throughout the night but was unsuccess
ful. One (1) DD furnished illumination during the night. 

(b) The Division continued the attack at King-hour minus 
30, King-hour being 0730, in accordance with VAC LAHFOR Order No. 
20-45, to complete the. missions previously assigned- There was no 
change in boundaries or formations. 

(c) ROT 25 continued mopping up operations, evacuation of 
own dead,- and the burial of the enemy dead. "BLT 1/23 operated in 
the forward part of the area, BLT 3/23 in the center- part, and BLT 
2/23 was in RCT Reserve*. 

(d) RCT, 25 continued .the attack at King-hour to eliminate 
the ¦ enemy resistance in its zone. The Division Reconnaissance 
Company and elements of RCT Headquarters continued mopping up opera
tions, evacuation of own dead, and burial of the enemy dead- The 

center of resistance was contained .by BLT 3/§tfc|^|ci|l(3f^*l<^§3p4 .l 
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of operation:. 

BLT's 3/25," 2/25, 1/25 and ?/24. Slow progress was made in the 
elimination of this area. 

(c) HOT 24 f less two (Pj-BLT's, continued- in Division 
Reserve. At 0745 BLT 1/24 was released from VAC LANFOR Reserve to 
parent control. ROT 24 was employed in polioing and mopping up the 
Division rear area. 

(f) Division Administrative Order No. 2-45, directed that 
elements of the Division would begin reembarkation on 14 iiarch. 

k .* 

(g) At 1350 a warning order was issued to RCT's 23, 24, 
and 25 to the effect that upon orders to withdraw all units, the-
assembly areas would be as follows: RCT 23 TA's 165 B(3D, 132- -T^XY, 183 U; RCT 24 TA1 s 182 JNOS, 183 AFKL; RCT 25 TA's 183 
!iNRBT, 184 UV, 167 B. 

(h) 14th Marines- 2/14 and 5/14 fired harassing fires in 
the zone of the sth Marine Division- Allbattalions were available 
to reinforce the 13th Marines on call until 1000- By 1130 all 
battalions had closed station and the forward observers and liaison 
officers of 3/14 returned to the battalion area at 1155. The total 
number of missions fired was 118

(i) 4th Tank Battalion. Eight (8) tanks, including two 
(2) flame throwers, were loaned to the sth Marine Division- Two (2) 
flame thrower tanks and two (2) combat tanks were -employed along the 
road in TA 185 P- There was no change in the status of operational 
tanks • 

(j) Aviation. VMO-4 flew four; (4) tactical observation 
and three (3) photo missions. At the end of the period two (2) 
plan cs were operati onal • 

(k) 4th Engineer Battalion, No change in assignments or 
duties 

(l) 4th Pioneer Battalion No.- change •» 

(m) -Combat Efficiency wps reduced to an estimated 36$> 

(n) Weather and VisibHit The weather was fair, visi
bility was good, and the ceiling was overcast 3/10 to 6/10. 

(o) The operations for the period partially completed the 
mopping up of the Division zone and the continuance of the fighting 
to neutralize the enemy in -the center of resistance then confined 
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to TA 185 K. 

24. .FROM 1800, 13 MAR 45 TO 1800, 14 MAR 45 (P PLUS 25 ) 

{a) The period of darkness covered by this report was 
relatively quiet except in the front of BLT 3/25. Gontinuous 
fighting in this area went on all during the night. One (l) DD 
illuminated the Division zone throughout the night. 

* 
(To) In accordance with VAC LANFOR Order No. 21-45, the 

Division continued its assigned mission at King-hour, 0630. 

(°) RCT 23 continued moiroing up operations and the burial 
of enemy dead. At 0810 elements of BLT 1/23 encountered a small 
group of Japanese in TA 185 B. This group had apparently been 
hiding in caves and had been by-passed unintentionally- Patrols 
from BLT 1 s 1/23 and 3/24 surrounded the area and killed all the > 

enemy. By the end of the period. 95^ of area had been policed and 
mopped up* 

(d) RCT 25 continued the attack' at King-hour to reduce the 
center of resistance in its zone. A slow, gradual advance, against 
desperate resistance was made throughout the period, and it was 
believed that the enemy remaining in this pocket had been consider
ably reduced. .Mortars, hand grenades, demolitions, small arms, and 
flame throwers were employed against this area. Because BLT 2/25 
had become -so depleted in strength, BLT 2/24 was directed to relieve 
BLT 2/25 in time to continue the attack at King-hour on 15 March. A 
Provisional Company composed of personnel from the RCT "Jeapons
Company,' RCT H & S Company, and the 81mm Mortar Platoon of" BLT 1/25 
was organized and relieved BLT 2/24 on the right. The Reconnaissance 
Company continued moryoing up operations. 

(Q)( Q ) RCT 24, less two (2) BLT's, was in Division Reserve, 
and continued the police of the rear areas and made preparations 
for re embarkation. 

(f) The 14th Marines began reembarkati on at 0700-
' 

By 
1500, 1/14 and 4/14 had completed reembarkation; 2/14, 3/14, and 
H&S Battery were continuing preparations for loading. 

(g) 4th Tank Battalion. Eight. (B) tanks (including two 
(2) flame throwers) were on loan to the sth Marine Division. At the 
end- of the period forty-three (43) tanks were operational and 
eleven (ll) were- destroyed. — 

' 

- -
¦...(l) tactical oobservationps e rvation ».—»(h) Aviation- VHO-4 flew one ;ical 
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mission and at the end of the period two (2) planes were operational

(i) Naval Gunfire. No naval gunfire was available nor 
could it be employed within the Division zone-

to 3/10

(j) 4th Engineer Battalion continued assigned duties 
blowing caves and executing general demolition s« 

(k) Combat Efficiency was reduced to an estimated 35^. 
(1) Weather and Vlsibilit The wea.ther was fair, visi

bility was unlimited, and' ceiling overcast 1/10 

25. FROM 1800. 14 MAR 45 TO 1800, 15 MAR 45 (D PLUS 24) 

(a) Might activity in the Division zone was confined to 
the center of resistance in TA 185, where several unsuccessful'infil
trations were attempted. There was considerable grenade activity, 
particularly on. the' front of BLT 3/24. BLT 2/24 relieved BLT 2/25 
at 2200. 

(b) The Division continued operations at King-hour minus 
SO, King-hour being 0730, in accordance with VAC LANFOR Order No
22-45, to mop up thoroughly its zone of action

(°) RCT 25 continued mopping up operations, burial of 
enemy dead, and the general police of its area- This RCT continued 
preparations for reembarkation and for the relief by RCT 2.4 at' 0800,-

16 llarch. 

(^) RCT 25 resumed its operations to reduce the center of 
resistance in TA 185, to mop up the rear areas, to bury the enemy 
dead, and generally police its area. The order of units from left 
to right was BLT1 s 3/24, 2/24, 2/25, and 3/25. On the right of the 
center of resistance considerable advance was made, which reduced 
the size of the pocket approximately one-third. 

The enemy continued to oppose the advance stubbornly. 
Numerous caves were demolished in this area after unsuccessful 
attempts to induce the occupants to surrender. 

(c) RCT 24, less two (2) BLT's, was in Division Reserve-
This RCT continued mopping up and policing of rear areas, and pre
pared to relieve RCT 23 in its present zone at 0800, 16 March. 

(f) The 14th Marines continued reembarkation. The ¦ Regi
mental CP opened in the USS -BOLLIMG-ER at 1400 
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(g) 4th Tank Battalion. Eight (8) tanks (including two 
(2) flame throwers) were still on loan to the sth Marine Division. 
At the end of the period thirty-two (32) tanks were re embarked., three 
(3) remained attached to RCT 25, and eleven (11) were destroyed. 

(k) Aviation- VMO-4 flew three (3) tactical observation 
missions, and at the end of the period two '(2) planes were opera' 
tional. . 

(i) 4th Engineer Battalion. No change. 

(3) Combat Efficiency was reduced to an estimated 355. 
(k) Weather and Visibility. TTeather was fair and visi

bility was good

26. FROM 1800. 15 MAR- 45 TO 1800, 16 MAR 45 (D PLUS 25) 

(a) Activity for the night was confined to the area in 
front of the troops containing the center of resistance in TA 185. 
Accurate rifle fire, hand grenades, and small mortar fire were 
delivered by the enemy. An attempt by a party of from fifty (50) to 
sixty (60) of the' enemy to break out of the center of resistance was 
stopped when the advance party of the enemy was fired upon. Six (6) 
of the enemy were killed, and the remainder were driven back into 
the caves from which they had emerged. 

(b) At 2250 1/14 had completed reembarkation in APA 172; 
3/14 and 4/14 had completed reembarkation in APA 234. 

(c) The Division continued operations at King-hour minus 
105, King-hour being 0815, in accordance with VAC LANFOR Order No. 
23-45, to eliminate the pocket of resistance in TA 185 and to mop 
up its zone of action thoroughly. 

» (3-) RCT 25 was relieved at 0800 by RCT 24, less two (2)
 
BLT!s, and immediately began reembarkation. At 1700 the C? 'of this
 
RCT was opened in the US.S ROCKBRIDGE-. / . .
 

(c ) RCT 24, less BLT 2/24, relieved- RCT 23 and continued 
mopping up and the general -oolice of- the area -assigned it. 'This RCT 
assumed control of BLT 3/24 at 0800. •In a cave in TA ltBsl85 B, a 
patrol killed fourteen (14) Japanese and entombed eleven-

t

(11) 
•additional, when this cave was closed. At 1800 posit io-ns were- taken 

for the defense of the area as shown on the map, Progress' of Attack. 

(f) RCT2S, with BUT .2/24 attached, conti#g*<3|J4!f qbtetfte* -.>,: 
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at King-hour minus 105, and at 1030 all organized resistance in this 
area had ceased. For the remainder of the period this RCT continued 
mopping up in its zone, the evacuation of own- dead, the burial of 
the enemy dead, the removal of friendly mine field in TA's 167 D and 
184 SX, and general police of the area* At 1700 dispositions for 
defense were as shown on the map, Progress of Attack* At 1600 the 
Division Reconnaissance Company reverted to Division control* 

(g.) At 1100 the ontire Division Sector was reported
 
secured.
 

.j.«i* 

(h) At 1800 the Commanding G-eneral VAC LANFOR announced
 
that all organized resistance on IWO JIKA had ceased.
 

(!) 4th Tank Battalion continued reembarkation. Eight (8) 
tanks were still on loan to the sth Division, and one (l) flame 
thrower tank to the 3d Division. 

(<3) Aviation. VMO-4 flew one (l) photographic mission and 
one (l) tactical observation mission, and at the end of the period 
one (l) airplane was operational. 

(k) Combat Efficiency was reduced to an estimated .355. 
(l) Weather and Visibility/ Weather fair, visibility
 

good, and ceiling overcast 1/10 to 4/10.
 

27. FROM 1800. 16 MAR 45 TO 1800. 17 MAR 45 (D PLUS 26) 

(a) RCT 23 completed reembarkation at 2300. 

(b) During the hours of darkness eleven (ll) Japanese, 
attempting to move about in the Division zone, were killed. Other 
than this, quiet prevailed over the entire Division front during the' 

¦night. 

(c) RCT 24 relieved RCT 25 in its zone at 0800. BLT 2/24 
reverted to parent control at that time. RCT 24, in accordance with 
VAC LANFOR Order No- continued thorough '24-45, policing and mopping 
up the remaining enemy in the zones of action of RCT s 23 and 25
Throughout the day, active patrolling was' conducted in both areas, 
in addition to the evacuation of <rwn dead, the burial of enemy dead, 
the blowing of caves, and the general policing of the areas

(3-) RCT 25 1 when relieved, assembled in designated areas 
and- commenced reembarkation. ~ At 1345 troops

" of RCT 25 were embarked 
an APA's 178 and 172r . 

" 
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(c) As a result of the mopping up operations for this 
peripcl,	 fifteen (15) of the enemy were killed, one hundred thirty-
two (132) enemy dead were buried,' fifty-eight (58) caves were 
closed, and thirteen (13) Marine dead were evacuated- General 
police improved the area in preparation for turning it over to the 
3d Marine Division. 

28. FROM 1800, 17 MAR 45 TO 1600.. 18 HAR 45 (D PLUS 27 

(a) At 1900 RCT 25 CP opened in APA 172, reembarkation 
having been completed at that time

(b) No enemy activity was reported during the night

(c) In accordance with VACLANFOR Order .No- 25-45, the 3d 
Marine Division relieved 'RCT 24 with RCT 9 at 0808* 

(d) When relieved by RCT 9, RCT 24 assembled in designated 
areas and prepared to commence reembarkation on order

(c) At 1650 units of RCT 24 were embarking and proceeding
 
to APA 222.
 

(f ) At 1730 the Division Advance CP opened in APA 103 

(g) The remaining units continued reembarkation

29. FROM 1800, 18 MAR 45 TO 1800, 19 MAR 45. (D PLUS 28) 

(a) RCT 24 completed re embarkation at 2000 and opened its 
CP at 2100 in APA 222

(b) The 4th Pioneer Battalion CP opened in APA 233 at 2300 

(o) The 4th Engineer Battalion CP opened in APA 222 at 
0030. 

(d) The Division CP was closed ashore at 0900 and opened
 
at the same time in APA 103.
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SECTION IV
 

PfiOGRiSS OF ATTACK 

1:20,000 Target Area Map of Objective overprinted to show 
objectives assigned and daily front line positions* 
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SECTION V 

COMIiENT-.AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. General. 

(a) In view of the varied and numerous suggestions per
taining to changes in current Tables of Organization end Basic 
Allowances., and in view of the possible adoption of an FMF PAC 
proposed Table of Organization, a coordinated study of the sub
ject has been instituted by the Division and the results there
from willbe forwarded, to. FMF lAC in the form of specific re
commendations. 

(b) Without attempting to comment on all detailed re
commendations outlined in staff section and subordinate' unit re
ports, the comments and recommendations included he re" in. and con
sidered of immediate importance and general interest, are sub- ' -'..¦¦..mitted* •. 

2. Comments and Recommendations. 

C fi) Ooniment . The immense value of cooperation and under
standing which results from constant association in a joint endea
vor is reflected in smoother, more efficient teamwork which- is 
the essence of success in the mos.t comrlicated of battles an 
amphibious operation,- This Division has gained considerable ex
perience in amphibious technique as the result of having parti
cipated, in four (4) major engagements in the past, fourteen (14) 
months, and it Is felt that, if the Division had been working with 
the same- TR4NSDIVS, the same TRANS&ROUP Staff, and the same 
control organization throughout this period, the resultant would 
have been an amphibious fighting team of unparalleled efficiency* 
Certainly the inevitable process of relearning the capabilities of 
personnel and in basic ' and practices priorretraining- principles 
•to each operation would be minimized* 

The immediate reaction to this proposal willbe to 
state that widespread Pacific operations make such a scheme im
practical. The fact remains that maximum efficiency and unity of 
action between the agency responsible for placing troops ashore 
and; the troops themselves willresult only from the establishment 
of such a policy and, in view of more difficult operations in 
prospect where cooperation and underatariding willbe vital during 
the critical stage's o£ landings, It Is maintained that every effort 
should be directed toward achieving the desired end. 

A^ltf*f% 
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Recommendation. That the Navy establish a policy of 
maintaining TRANSDIV, TEANSGROUF staffs-, and control organizations 
as permanent integral units, assigning them to work with the- same 
troop units in each operation, :¦..... 

(k) Comment . Results' indicate, that high horizontal bomb
ing by land based aircraft had' little effect on the enemy *s de
fensive system. In fact, one'fOW estimated that 40$ of the bombs 
dropped by;'-these aircraft prior to D-da.y missed the island entirely 
and this is considered a conservative figure. In order to permit 

' 
more effective air strikes from.^ow altitudes, which are essential 
if destruction of emplacements is to be accomplished, early destruc
tion of 'enemy AA.defenses must be .effected. jThe efficiency of NG-F 
spotting^by VOS aircraft *.would >also be enhanced by the reduction of 
the enemy's AA. . 

' , ..' 

.ecommendatlons . that in future ess suits on hefvily 
fortified objectives, Initial effort be concentrated on destruction 
of AA defenses by carrier aircreft end that precise low-level bomb
ing end use of rockets sgeiast located positions be initiated two-{2) weeks prior to the target date. • . . ... 

? 

¦(o) •• Comment-. The Division's concept of NG-F requirements 
for the IWO JIMA operation, "which was submitted to VAC LANFOR 
early in the planning pha se, emphasized the necessity for adequate 
preliminary bombardment of the objective end requested, that a min
imum of ten (10) d&ys destructive fire.be conducted prior to the 
landing. It was apparent thft in order to insure success of the 
landing, weapon emplacements, pillboxes, end .blockhouses, parti
cularly those located on the right flank of the Division zone of 
action would have to be reduced prior to D-day by slow, deliberate, 
destructive fire from ships firing at close ranges* It is consid
ered that the three' (3) days allowed for the preliminary* bombard
ment was insufficient. ..-. , ? 

Recommended ion. That in future operations against
 
highly fortified objectives a minimum of ten days -preliminary
 
bombardment to be scheduled, rotating BB or CA divisions if nec

¦essary, 

(&) Comment , During the fqrwerd area rehearsal, the 
Division requested the u&e of "earthquake" bombs- oh the ridge in 
T-w 185 CD, the "amphi-theater", and the high cliffs on the right 
flank of the Division zone of action, the objective being to cause 
a crumbling effect which would seal numerous weapons emplacements 
and caves contained in the cliffand ridge faces'. This procedure 
had been found effective in the European Theater of Operations and 
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it is believe--", that similar results could have been obtained on 
IWO JXIIA, particularly in view of the soft sand stone composition 
of the cliffs. The request was denied. 

Recommendation, That provisions be made to employ
nearthquake M bombs on future operations in an effort to crumble 
cliffs,and seel caves, and also to use in large ravines for their 
concuesive effect.r 

(c) Comment . Thel9-LST !s assigned the Division for the 
IWO JIMA operation were insufficient to properly embark four (4) 
assault Blip's and Division Artillery. In some cases tactical unity 

could not be completely preserved and the presence of additional 
radar, ponton barge and causeway personnel on seven (7) LST f s 
further restricted troop space. LS.T requirements for the tactical 
loading of four (4) assault BLT fs consist of sixteen (16) LST's, 
four (4) being assigned to each BLT, Division Artillery requires 
five (5) LS^'s, one (1) for each battalion and one (1) for regiment
al headquarters and additional ammunition, making c total of twenty-
one (21) LST's needed to embark assault elements of the Division. 

Recommendation , That a minimum of twenty-one (21) 
LST's, the entire troop capacity of which would be available for 
troop units, be assigned the Division in future operations of a 
similar character. 

(£) Comment . On several occasions LST commanders refused' to take aboard LVT f s, causing the loss of LVT s from swamping when 
fuel was exhausted,. (See par. 8-(e), Annex NAN). 

Re cpmme nda tion.,. That 'all LST commanders be impressed 
with the responsibility they bear and the probl erne involved in 
operating with LVT units, and. that new LST's be given training with 
LVT's sufficient to foster a spirit of cooperation and teamwork. 

(g) Comment . Movement and operations of LST's and LSK f s 
were handicapped because of the insistence of the THANSRON Command
er in personally controlling these craft. Consequently, the chain 
of command was considerably more Involved and delays greater than 
if such authority had been vested in the TR&NSRON Control Officer 
who was working in conjunction with the representative of the 
Commanding General, 

Recommendation. .That THAHSROK commanders establish
 
a general policy relative to movement and operations of LST's and
 
LSM's and delegate authority for the detailed- control. to their 

_TRANSRON control officers. ... .' .. M ,i^#*«i*** 
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SECTION V -'CdHEHNT RECOBIEKObTXOKS.ANDAND RECOBIEKObTIOKS . 
(k) Comment . The two replacement drafts were not re

ceived in sufficient time to thoroughly train them along with the 
Division units for which they woulcj provide replacements. The 
status of training of the replacement drafts when received was such 
as to require intensive end realistic combat training prior to 
their reaching c satisfactory state of readiness for combat, and it 
is highly desirable that these drafts be available to the Division 
throughout the preparatory training period. 

Recommendation. That battle replacement drafts be 
assigned the Division at least three (3) months prior to embarka 
tlon for an operation in order that Integrated training with the 
Division may be accomplished. 

(i) Comment . The need for timely oblique and vertical 
photographs of the battle area was keenly felt throughout the op
eration.' The quality of most of the photographs furnished by high
er authority after D-day was poor and the photographs were worth
less for use by small unit commanders. During the* latter stages
of the operation, vitally needed photographic coverage of the en
emy area under attack was finally obtained through the use of a 
VMO-4 plane and a Division photographer, a woefully inadequate
systenf in comparison with the modern equipment available to higher 
echelon for this purpose. 

Recommendation. That higher echelon automatically 
furnish the Division adequate photographic coverage of its zone 
of action throughout the operation, that more emphasis be pieced 
on thorough briefing of pilots for photographic missions, and 
that higher standards in* the technique of processing film be a~ 
chieved r 

(J) Comment . Experience gained in the IWO JII."^ operation 
emphasized the need for a heavier and more powerful direct fire 
weapon than the Bazooka for use of assault teams against concrete 
emplacements and caves, employing a s&ell with concrete-piercing 
capabilities against the former and a fragmentation shell for at
tack of the latter,. 

Resommen&a tion. That a short range rocket of 4.5" 
caliber, capable of being crew served by two (2) men of the assault 
team and firing concrete piercing and fragmentation ammunition, «—

be adopted. 

(k) .Coiuuiupt, , The need for additional mortars in the 
Division, particuXTrly a heavier type morty|£i^ja the 81mm, was 

-_4 ulf^£jBS^|iyii 
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apparent in the operation. Heavier mortars should be employed to 
supplement the organic Blinn mortar platoons and provide the in
fantry commander with vitally needed additional fire support to 
bridge the g,ap between the 81mm and artillery. 

Reoommenda tion. That the 4.2 mortar be adopted by 
the Marine Corps and a mortar battalion of two (2) 4.2 companies 
and one (1) 155mm mortar company be assigned to each Division. 

— —
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irossro. SECTION I PLaNITING- AND PREPARATION 

(a) Administrative. 

Planning for the conduct of administration began on September 1, 
1944, immediately after return from the Marianas Operation. Based 
on the experience gained in handling casualty reports on that oper
ation, the casualty card inaugurated and used by this Division was 
revised, iOO,OOO copies being printed and distributed to subordin
ate units. These units filled out and ker>t up-to-date a set of 
these cards for each officer and man, Organizations ordered to 
duty with the Division during the operation were furnished copies 
of orders pertaining to administration and furnished blank casualty 
cards. Officers who were to handle casualty reporting attended a 
conference held at Headquarters, Fleet Marine Force, Pacific for 
the purpose of clarifying that Headouarters 1 .desires in connection 
with such reporting. 

Orders governing submission of embarkation rosters and submis
sion of recommendation for award of medals and decorations were
 
revamped and reissued.
 

Previous efforts to obtain an identification tag stamping,mach
ine for the use of this Division were continued with the resuit 
that such, machines have now been authorized for all divisions. How. 
ever, the machine xfas not delivered prior to the. operation and 
identification tags had to be obtained by the Division Surgeon 
through the cooperation of nearby units having such machines. In 
addition a sup-ply of 3,000 tin bound cardboard tags were obtained 
by the D-l Section for use by the division medical units aboard 

replaceeach ship as emergency identification tags to those lost 
by officers and men enroute to the target. 

The 24th and 30th Replacement Drafts of approximately 125 offi
cers and 2600 enlisted were assigned to this Division during Novem
ber, 1944. These drafts were assigned and ordered held intact, to 
be used as ships platoons and shore parties and later released to 
regiments. Due to the shortage of junior, officers throughout the 
Division, replacement officers were released to the Division for 
assignment to combat teams, together with some medical personnel 
assigned to other units .by 'higher authority. This reduced the 
officer personnel of the drafts to 63 Marine Corps and 3 Navy, 

a portion- of the ReplacementEach combat team was assigned

Drafts for training as a separate unit and for use as sbips
 
platoons during the operation.
 

Upon leaving 'the combat area following the Marianas Operation 

this Division had no. information on the whereabouts of 555. officers 
and enlisted men, SomD few of thesjs were jplsslnajy^a^tjjOn 



il'out 'the- vasV majority had been wounded and evacuated by ship and 
plane to hospitals located throughout the Pacific. By means of 
unremitting effort and utilizing the record resources of all hos
pitals, casual centers and Fleet Post Offices in the Pacific, all 
of the officers and men still alive were located at such widely 
separated points as G-uadal canal and Seattle. To avoid this state 
of affairs following the current operation, this Division decided 
to leave on each transport at the target a clerical noncommissioned 
officer whose sole duty would be to record data on all casualties 
brought aboard that ship for treatment. Once a casualty's presence 
aboard a particular shi"o is known, it is a comparativeljr easy task 
to trace his disposition thereafter. In order to obtain informa
tion on 4th Marine Division personnel who might be evacuated as 
casualties to vessels on which the 3rd and sth Marine Divisions . 
arrived at Iwo Jirna, this Division requested that the Commanding
General, V Amphibious Corps, issue^ orders that all units partici
pating in the operation likewise leave a casualty reporting noncom
missioned officer aboard each ship. Reports were submitted daily. 
by these noncommissioned officers to Headquarters, V Amphibious 
Corps which disseminated the information to the various divisions. 
This information has already proven of great assistance. 

An additional aid in locating wounded officers and men was de
veloped where by means of a personal message from the Commanding
General, and a cartoon bringing out the main -ooints of that mess
age, all officers and men were urged in case they were evacuated 
to write or have someone write for them, first to their next of 

t 

kin and next to the Commanding General, or any other officer of 
the Division, by title,

t 
advising of their current address. 

(b) Provost Marshal. '
 
Planning and preparation of the Military Police Company con

sisted of final training for their duties in combat. 

(c) Religions Activities. 

Chaplains were so assigned to the various ships as to provide 
a Catholic and Protestant Chaplain for each vessel as far as practl 
cable. Two additional 
assigned to the Rear E
Burial Section, 

chaplains 
chelon and 

were 
the 

assigned, 
other assig

one 
ned 

of whom was 
to the Division 

(d) Morale. • 

(l) Recreation -, Prior to leaving the Division Base Camp, the 
commanding officer of troops aboard each ship assigned to the Divi
sion was allocated recreation funds approximating fifty cents per 
man for expenditure during organized Jiesreat ion at Pearl Harbor

IIlJf"!-Ajptftfffi-iM 



IJbfllr T^nearsal and prior to sailing for the^/stagin^ area. In 
addition, unit recreation officers were, directed to take a supply 
of small games', cards and books to be used aboard ship. 

(2) American Red Cross - Of the five American Red Cross rep- . 
resentativcs in this Division, four accompanied the Division. 
They procured and furnished commanding officers of troops on Divi
sion ships recreational supplies and comfort articles ranging from 
playing cards to razors, and including 6,000 ditty bags for 
use for the personal effects of our dead. In addition the' ladies 
of the Red Cross Chapter on Maui made up and delivered through the 
Division American Red Cross Field Director a large contribution of 
battle dressings and wrappings. 

-(3) Other steps Division Recreation and Morale funds were 
appropriated for the purchase from the Division Post Exchange of 
20,000 folders of air mail stationery for distribution to troops 
at the target by the various unit mail orderlies. Magazines pur
chased by the Recreation Fund were intercepted at Pearl Harbor and 
distributed to commanding officers of troops aboard the various 
ships assigned to the Division. Books and magazines *rere assembled 
by the chaplains beginning two months prior to the operation and 
together with an additional supply obtained at Pearl Harbor, dis
tributed to the ships on which the Division was embarked. 

(c) Postal. 

3y November, plans for the operation had crystalized suffic
iently to begin postal planning. At a conference of the Postal 
officers concerned, arrangements were made to secure plane priority 
for the mail of the combat troops involved, for working space at 
Pearl Harbor, Sniwetok and Saipan enroute to the target, for the 
establishment of an LST borne Fleet Post Office at the target and 
for the loading aboard that LST of supplies, equipment, V-Mail 
forms and other reserve postal supplies. The Division Postal Offi
cer evolved a plan of sending fifteen postal clerks to Pearl Har
bor to intercept all mail for the Division at that point and to 
break down this mail into 107 components comprising the Rear Eche
lon and troops aboard the 51 ships on which the Division was to be 
embarked. Postal supplies assembled and packed for the operation 
included a complete V-Mail sending station; -15,000 in stamp 'stock . 
including 55,000 air mail envelopes^ in addition to a §4,000 stock 
provided each of the, four regiments. 

(f)'Civil Affairs. 

The Corps Civil Affairs Unit, consisting of two Navy officers, 
Civil affairs specialists > one Marine officer, a Japanese linguist 
and five enlisted men, re-norted to the Division immediately prior 
to the operation. •" 

The' unit was outfitted iw^JSWjj6% j4j4^0^



tofera #reJlDa\l£ii^Mshlf&lJpre scribed equipment of the unit. 

-
SECTION II MOVEMENT TO OBJECTIVE
 

(a) Administrative. 

Embarkation rosters were secured from the various ships, veri
fied and despatched to the Commandant of the Marine Corps ; the 
Commanding General, Fleet Marine Force, Pacific; the Division Rear 
Echelon and the various Division Fostal Echelons Immediately prior 

departureto from Pearl Harbor. 

During the movement to the objective normal administrative 
work and final preparations for the tasks ashore were conducted. 

(b) Provost Marshal. 

The Provost Marshal utilized the military police under his con
trol to augment Navy Shore Patrols during the weeks liberty granted 
members of the Division in Honolulu after 
departure for the target. 

rehearsal and prior to 

(c) Religious Activities. 
During the period spent aboard ship, chaplains conducted re

ligious services, arranged for movies, organized amateur shows 
and assisted whenever possible in the conduct of ship !s libraries, 
and recreational facilities. During stop-overs, chaplains con
ducted services on ships having no chaplain of their denomination. 

(d) Morale. 

(l) Recreation - Upon arrival at Pearl Harbor, the recreation 
funds previously allocated to commanding officers of troops were 
pooled under the V amphibious Corps , as were all available recrea
tional facilities in the Pearl Harbor area. Each ship was allotted 
a quota and assigned a daily recreational area. Areas were rotated 
so that the preferred recreational facilities could be shared by 
the greatest possible number of men. Iced beer and Coca-Cola was 
purchased through the Navy and provided free to the men with sand
wiches the men had brought from their respective ships. 

-
(.2) American Red Cross Enroute to the target additional Red 
Cross recreational gear was supplied to the ships at Pearl Harbor. 

(c) Postal. 

This Division effected a completely successful deliver of mall 
to the Division scattered over 51 ships, and components of which 
were transferred from one ship to another over a periodiAf 43 days 



JwDfiSj^fcltig^dr '37 separate deliveries at Lahaina Road's)' Maui; Pearl 
•Harbor, T. E, ; Eniwetok and Saipan. This delivery to ships was 
¦possible through the work of the fifteen man detail at Pearl Har
bor which sorted all. the mail of this Division and, employing ros
ters, sent to the Division's base camp the mail of the Rear Echelon 
and to each ship the mail for the troops embarked on It. Result"' .. 

¦•.was., that all current mail (except 12 touches) was delivered to the 
.officers and men of the Division before leaving Saipan for the tar
¦get. As a censorship matter from the time the Division 'left Pearl 
..Harbor until D-D&y, all outgoing mail was impounded and released 
.when directed by the Commanding Officer, Expeditionary Troops. _

SECTION 111 N,-iRiUTIV2 

(a) Administrative. 

Periodic reports were -prepared throughout the operation and 
beginning on D-Day casualty information in the form, of cumulative 
figures on killed in action; wounded and evacuated (from the report
ing organization) ;missing; wounded but not evacuated; sick and 
evacuated and total casualties, each divided between officers and 
enlisted men were furnished D-3 for inclusion in the Division daily 
despatch report. On D plus 3 a representative of the^D-1 Section . 
landed with the Division Advance Message Center to obtain and pro
vide the.se figures and to compile the periodic report, After Head
quarters, V Amphibious Corps came ashore C-l of that organization
 
was furnished by telephone each day the same casualty figures as
 
were included In the daily despatch report to that Headquarters.
 

The main body of the D~l Section landed on D plus 5. The first 
administrative casualty report by name was prepared on 28 February > 

i945, and before leaving IwoJima, 14 administrative casualty re- .. 
ports, containing a total of' 6527 names of officers and men had 
been prepared and despatched. An additional administrative casual
ty report containing 124 names of officers killed in action and 
died of wounds was radioed from G-uam. Casualtj^ reports' were sub
mitted In mailbrief form although during the last few days of its 

to reportstay ashore this Division was permitted daily the names 
of twelve killed in action by radio. 

30th Replacement DraftsThe 24th and accompanied this Division 
on the Iwo Jlma operation. During the first phase of the operation 
these drafts functioned as . ships platoons and shore parties until 
ships were unloaded when they were 'assigned to combat teams, they 
having been released' to the Division early In the operation to be 

' used a-s replacements. _ 

The 24th Replacement Draft consisted of 30 Marine officers, 
1267 Marine enlisted, and 7 Navy corpsmen. The 30th Replacement 
Draft.,consisted of 29 Marine officers. 3 Navy medical officers, 1214 
Marine enlisted and. 36 Navy corpsmen, lfl^|f)f aCMPftPflPfk 
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completion operationterallLsted. At the of the all 
WT 'these "replacements had been assigned to other units except 4 
Marine officers, 57 Marine enlisted, .3 -Navy medical officers and 
15 Navy enlisted (corpsmen), of f-iiich 11 enlisted Marines were 
missing in action. 

•c 

A rear echelon at base camp from these two drafts consists of 
4 Marine officers and 58 Marine enlisted. 

The assignment of personnel of these Replacement Drafts was 
by specification number as far as possible, in accordance with 
existing instructions. 

On 9 liaroh, 1945 by Division Special Order #12-45, a temporary 
Provisional Battalion consisting of 33 officers and 488 enlisted 
was organized from the Support Group and assembled as a Division 
Reserve for emergency use in rear areas. These troops were used 
in rear area patrolling for two days, at which time forward^ elements 
had been returned to that area ancT the temporary battalion was 
no longer necessary. Officers and men rejoined their units. 

Following are cumulative casualty totals as of 1800 on each 
date shown t 

WOUNDED 'SICK: 
* 

I-fISSINQ- TOTAL KIA 
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BOUNDED SICK MISSING- TOTaL KIA, 
1945 KILLED ' SVACIUTUD . IN ACTION ' 6 "lIA 

¦ 

~~ EV^CUaTEP S^aC 
Tol : I ITo-1 [^ ITo- i| T I "To—li To

'SIX iBl ML QXI tt£L ML 211 iBl ML Off Enl tal Off Snl tal 
5/11 82 1556 1448 222 4915 5155 16 1122 1158 1 112 115 521 7515 7854 
5/12 85 1429" 1512|^25 5006 5229 17 1145 1160 _1 89 90 524 7667| 7991 
5/15 ;84 1481 1565 225 5087 5510 18 1167 1185 1 95__96 526 7850 81fiS 
5/14 ,84 1515 1597 2g.2 5158^5580 15 1180 1198J ,1 88 ,89 525 7957 8264 
5/15 88 1606 1594 221 5155 5576 21 1200 122,1 JL 78 79 \5§T 8059 8570 
5/16) 90 1622 17121220 5196 5416 2gj 1211 1255 _1 74 75|555 3105 8456 
5/1711 91116401 175111 2191 52091 ,5428 1221 12151125511 11 741 7511555 1 8156' 8469 

TTOUNDSD BUT GRAND 
945 NOT SVaCUaTED _TOTAL CaSUaLTISS 

, Off Snl tal Off Snl tal 
2/19 ! j ,491~F~ 
2/20 [ 195 1918Tg011
2/21 Honfr RoiiortcS 152 2585 2517 
2/22 j 14j 144] 158 j 144 2708 2852 
2/25 17 1581 175 161 "5002 5165 
2/24 | 18 2201 258 I 195 5757 _5950_ 
2/25 24 258 262 __I_9B 5811 4009 
2/26 27| 510 557 252 4255 4467 
2/27 1 551 555 568 246 5Q15 5259 
2/28 55 577 410 ' 262 5254 5496 
5/1 1 57^597 454 285 5595 5880 
5/2 |56 455 471 298 5871 6169 
5/5 |59 456 475 506 6285 6591 
5/4 41 462 505 516' 5617 6955 
5/5 41 471 512 525 "6890 7215 
5/6 41 485 526 550 7067 7597 
5/7 58 498 556 542 7545 7685 
5/8 45 520 565 549 7627 7976 
5/9 45 527 572 554 7740 8094 
5/10 44 552 576 | 559 7869 8228 
5/11 47 545 590 1 568 8056 8424 
5/12 48 556 604 572 8225 8595 
5/15 49 560 609 575 8590 8765 
5/14 50 565 615 575 8504. 8879 
5/15 50 572 622 581 8611 8992 
5/16 50 575 625 585: "8678 9061 
5/17|| 51| 578 629 || 584)8706)9090 

# Includes estimate of 470 from HCT 23, No reports received 
from HCT 24 and RCT 
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The^iiirii^r^rpSlii'e Company strength of 7 officers and 133 
nen T-ras sub-divided into 5 r>latoons and company headquarters on 
this operation. Three platoons, each consisting of 1officer and 
23 men, were attached to the regimental combat teams with whom 
they performed military police 6.uties for the duration of the oper
ation. The two remaining platoons provided Division Command Post 
security as well as traffic control and straggler patrol' initially 
on the beach and later along established straggler lines. 219 
stragglers were apprehended and returned to parent organizations. 
a prisoner of war stockade was established and maintained for 22 
days . 

(c) Religious Activities. 

On arrival at Iwo Jima, all chaplains landed with the organ
izations to which detailed. Later it was necessary to assign 
them for alternating tasks of a divisional nature such as the con
tinual presence of one chaplain at the beach casualty evacuation 
station, and the nightly vigil at the Division Hospital of one 
Protestant and one Catholic chaplain. In addition' unit chaplains 
visited the wounded of their units at the hospital. The chaplain 
on continuous duty at the Division Cemetery conducted a committal 
service when each officer and man was interred. On 15 March, 1945, 
the 4th Karine Division Cemetery was dedicated, after which the 
chaplains conducted Jewish, Catholic and Protestant memorial ser
vices. 

(d) Morale. -(2) American Red Cross Red Cross personnel assisted in car
ing for the wounded, both aboard ship and after landing ashore. 
After establishment of the Division Hospital ashore they furnished 
most of the health and comfort items to the -patients. 

(3) Other Steps - The air mail stationery -orovided by the 
Division Morale and Recreation Fund was distributed to the Divi
sion in the same Dostal pouches in which incoming mail was sent 
to the units. Because in combat men cannot be expected to have 
preserved air mail stamps and may be prevented either by lack of 
funds or other circumstances from obtaining such stamps, initially
§115.00, an amount later increased by §100.00, of morale funds was 
turned over to the Postal Officer so that every letter leaving the 
Division Post Office would have an air mail stanm affixed to it. 
Men were encouraged to 'write home to allay their next of kin's 
fears for their safety. By appropriating to the Division Morale 
and Recreation Fund money realized from the sale of Division Post 
Exchange supplies placed. aboard such vessels as did not have ship's 
service stores, sufficient funds were realized to give each command
ing officer of troops 22.6^ per man to be expended "for the health 

• ,*, 8 
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%pSdfeal >B*t of the enlisted men on the *trlt>'from' two *Jima to the 
Division ls base camp. 

(c) Postal. 

Division Post Office personnel landed on Iwo Jima on D plus 5.. 
and the Division Post Office was in operation the following day. 
No conclusive arrangements to receive incoming or to despatch out
going mail by air having been made, this Division recommended to 
higher authority that mail be dropped' with the result that mail was 
dropped by parachute on 1 and 2 March. On 3 March an airfield was 
in operation, after which all division mail was received and des
patched by air, a portable V-Mail station of this Division' was put 
into operation by the Division Postal Officer in a shell pocked 
water reservoir on D plus 7 and the first outgoing V-Hail despatched 
via press plane the following day. This V-Mail station was the only 
such station operating on Iwo Jima and served all Marine, Navy, 
Army and Coast" G-uard personnel on the island as well as on ships 
anchored there. 

Following is a tabulation of mall handled by the 4th Marine 
Division Post Office during the 22 days it was in operation on Iwo 
JimaJ 

OFFICIAL V-MAIL-OUTGOING

-Rolls Documents 
- Division 

17 105 3rd 
14 89 4th 

RSGUL-iR V-MAIL OUTGOING-

Rolls Letters 
117 161,777 

INCOMING- aIR MAIL 
MaR 1- Ykiß 19TH INCLUSIVE 

4th MarDiv: For Other Organizations: . 
364 pouches 420 pouches 

OUTGOING- AIR MAIL
 
FSB 58 - ikR 19 INCLUSIVE
 

264 pouches 

(?) Civil Affairs. 

No civilpopulation was encountered in the 4tb Marine Division 
zone of action on JwoJima. .^*- ;2^i hum A<ynnwi t-t, 
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•JJI1f# t.HtJßEif folfffU .RECOMMENDATIONS 
(a ) Aflminis trative » 

It.is recommended; 

(l) That in the future, as on this operation, casualty noncom
missioned	 officers be left on board each vessel during the opera-

reporttion. The sole duty of .these men would be to record, and 
casualties brought on board their ship. This system* worked very 
well and it is highly desirable that it be continued. 

(2) That higher echelons of command make a definite study, de
termine and announce at least two months prior to embarkation for 
an operation, the cxact information relative to personnel, which 
willbe required during the operation from divisions and positive 
time these reports are to be made. 

" 
Further, that once, this is done 

no changes be made during the- operation. The information desired 
should only be of such vital nature and such that front line troops 
willbe able to furnish it with the least amount of diversion from 
the job at hand. 

(o) That Division Commanders be given a quota of meritorious 
field promotions for noncommissioned officers, allotted by pay 
grades, for use on the field of battle, This will enable a Divi
sion Commander to make just awards, for outstanding work in the 
face of the enemy, and at the same time fillvacancies resulting 
from .the battle. 

(4) That personnel replacements -be- furnished aysavs excess per 
regiment and be assigned for training and use of the regiment. 
If this is done the personnel Hillbecome acquainted with the 
leaders in, their units and feel they are a'^nar't of the regiment. 
This excess willprovide sufficient personnel for ships platoons 
and Regimental Shore Parties. When these men are put into combat 
they willbe a reserve being sent forward to their own unit. ¥hen 
held out as separate replacement drafts as done in the 
tion, men were 'committed with units utterly strange to 

last opera-
them,' which 

did not lend to the utmost efficiency. . 

(b) Provost Marshal. 

It .is. recommended: 

That the present strength of the Military Police Company 
in this Division, 7 officers and 133 enlisted, which provides 5 
platoons and a- headquarters section be included in the Table of 
Organization. Recent reduction in Tab|j^>.f Organization strength 
to three platoons, one platoon of the. threebeing fwmmmflfo*.0*.each 



F&gLmefiKsX' combat teams,combat teams, makes no provision for Division Commandr^Amifltit^' 
1 

Post security; for Division prisoner of war compound; for traffic 
control on the beaches or for rear 

# 
straggler lines, tasks "which 

could not very well be delegated to Military Police of another 
unit such as Corps Military Police, 

(d) Morale. 

(3) Other Steps 

It is recommended that: 

(a) Money allotted to troops for recreational purposes 
at Pearl Harbor or any other intermediate stop between the base 

target by the commanding officer ofand be delivered^to each man 
troops on his ship to be spent by the man at the recreation center 
assigned as he sees fit. That beer, Coca-Cola, cigarettes, and 
such other articles as may be furnished, be provided by the Fleet 
Marine Force, Pacific, at those recreation centers for sale to the 
liberty parties. This insures each man receiving his apportioned 
share and he alone is responsible that he obtains the articles. 
This requires coordinated effort between Divisions and higher 
echelons. 

(c) Postal. 

Itis recommended that: 

(l) A postal detail be left at each intermediate mail stop be
tween the base and the target for the purpose of expediting mail 
and for the purpose of holding out and delivering where possible 
mail of men evacuated. This was done at Pearl Harbor on this oper
ation with the result that men evacuated to that area received 
immediate mail service, as their mail did not go beyond that sta
tion. 

(2) That members of this Division when enroute to an operation" 
be permitted to write letters' under the same censorship rules which 
obtain during rehearsals, i.e. no mention being made of the re
hearsal or an impending operation and no mention being made tha^ 
the writer is aboard ship, and that such letters be nlaccd in the" 
postal system immediately uv>on the arrival of the Division at each 
way-point enroute to the target. It is believed this would do 
much to relieve the anxiety of the next of kin, improve the morale 
of officers and men, and let thousands less civilians know that 
an operation impends than does the present system of suddenly 
stopping all despatch of personal mail to the mainland of the 
United States. 

r 
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INTSLLiaSKCS 

1.	 lIAPS-, • PHOTOGRAPHS AID 5TTP?L^!SSTA^Y IKTSIiUG-STCS 

(a)	 Haps,
 
'
 

Prior to embarkation the following maps were furnished 
this Division: 

(l) Special Air >nd Gunnery Target M»pp, scales 1:5,000, 
1:10,000 and 1:20,000, with Target Area grid. . 

(2) -Special ".Terr*in Haps, scales. 1:5,000, 1:20,000, with
out Target Area grid. 

(3)	 Special Air and Gunnery Target M»ps, scale 2 inches 
. equal 1 nautical mile. 

(4) G-2 Situation Kap.s,-Noe. 1 and 2, scale 1:10,000 
gridded. . 

(5)	 Special Aerial Mosaics, sqale 1:10,000, vith Target 
Area grid, .and 1:20,000 without Target Area grid, 

¦(6)	 H.O. Chart No, 6101. . 

In addition, Division»prepared an Sast Be«»ch Assault 
Map, scale 1:5,000. 

The Special Air and Gunnery Target Hap, scale 1:10,000, 
with Target Aroa grid was designated- the Official Hop" upon which 
all reports were to be based.. 

Division was given the opportunity to request the quanti
ty of maps desired. Quantities supplied were ample and permitted 

•wide and thorough distribution.*	 ' 

Considering the fact that .these maps were made from- aerial 
photographs, without ground control, they .were in general reasonably 
accurate. It would have required the most meticulous ground survey 
to have portrayed accurately the areas of rough- terrain. In these 
areas, such as Target Areas 184, 185 and portions of 200, 201 and 202, 
the 20-foot contour interval in no way depicted the deep crevices 
running generally seaward on the ro.c^y volcanic serrations arid out
croppings which were so effectively hidden by vegetation in the pre
liminary aerial photographic coverage. 

— 
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t"A-TEt%AK%R to i^rife division operation *%>ort pto jiia 

Allunits reported that overprinting enemy positions on 
the Special Air and Gunnery Target Hap proved detrimental mther 
than helpful. 

The quantity of Qn^my positions shown obscured contours 
and m«de reading lettered squares most difficult and pf these 
positions vere plotted from early photographic covnrsfe th^y were 
out-dated by the final Situation Map printed and issued at GUAM, 

The improved type and quality of p^per employed for 
map reproduction was noteworthy.. The effects of handling and r^in 
were minimized. 

Haps of scale T, 15,000 and those ungridded were occasion
ally used and proved helpful in isolated instances. 

The half tone aerial mosaic map, due to its cloud cover, 
was of little use. There w«e also little use for th- "Eastern Beach 
Assault Map printed by Division, 

Vhile the Enemy Situation Hat) prepared by VA^LF yap the 
basic situation map, others were received in lesser cuantity pre
pared by JICPOA, FHF ?AC, and PHIBSP^C. As each situation map-
reflected the interpretation of the issuing unit, they T Tere at. 
variance. Inasmuch as preliminary naval gun fire and air attache 
are largely prepared from these maps this variance is confusing. 
A single situation map depicting th.« combined photographic inter~ 
pretation is s-trongly recommended. The Joint Situation I-ap, scale 
1:10,000, made at C-UAK from last minute aerial coverage and issued 
at SAIPaI", wa s excellent, and of considerable value. 

The Enemy Pl*ca Name Hap, issued «t TTOT T0 JDfA, proved 
of material assistance. The captured contoured map which was re
produced by VACLF and issued at IT^O war of considerable value, but 
the limited quantity printed restricted its use. 

¦Relief -laps received from VACL"1 and «ugnente-d by those 
made by the Division' Relief liptryjing Section were of sufficient 
quantity to pl»c* one on every A?A, and most of the LST's, LSK.1 c 
?.n$ LSD 1 p. 

(b) Photographs. 

Preliminary aerial photographic coverage was excellent
 
and the quantity received of each sortie permitted suitable dis
tribution. -
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hahi:^ divisioi: o?bpatioi: ITTO JIIIA 

The plan to pend an advance API officer from the Division 
Intelligence Section to Interpron 2 at G-UAJ.I to apript in the prep
aration of the final pituation map and to "select and arrange the 
distribution details of the D-minus-15 aerial photographs-* met with 
outstanding success. The wholehearted cooperation of Interpron ?, 
YDS and Photographic Squadron £6 was all that could" be desired.. 

Commencing vith-the assault on Hill38? and' continuing
throughout the operation, good oblioue and vertical' aerial photo
graphs were vitally needed. Preliminary/ of, this ar^a decoYer?>^e
picted little ground detail flue to heavy vegetatid"n" and no idea 
of the innate rugpednepp of the terrain.- By the tine thip area 
under pur direct aep-a.ult, the vhdle surface of the sr as vag altered 
by bombardment. G-r-^n vegetation >rae. a tangled mapp of dead an^ torn 
trees. Buildings vere destroyed and even the trace of some roads vas 
obscured. 

As the mpp and preliminary -ohotograiohp vpre virtually
useless, exGe-ot for general area orientation, repeated requests 
were initiated for aerial The f«w photographs furnished 
were hopeless. Considering the heirht at which they were -tnVen and 
the focal length the resultant pcale unpuitable for Division use. 

¦	 

Oblique photographs were taken, at odd angles and generally not in the 
direction of our attack: and apparently ta yen by pilot?, unfamiliar 
with 'our zone, of action or plan or direction of attac>. Processing 
was equally poor. Few of the aerial photographp taVen. after D-day 
were ever used. The title strip giving all the needed data, long 
adopted and in use by both Havy and Army in combat areas ail over 
the world, was completely omitted. 

The only aerial photographs of real use to the Division 
were those taken from Division VHO-4 observation planes by Public 
Relations personnel. The pilot and. photographer were thoroughly 
briefed and understood their mission. Employing a ¥*-?0 camera, ex-

T 

»	 
cellent obliques were taken at altitudes as loT as 500 feet. "he 
photographs were processed, enlarged and annotated by Or— ? and turned 
out to be the only true terrain guide available. 

' During combat, the ideal situation envisions a few select
ed obliques and vertical' aerial photographs complete with title data, 
annotated for orientation, obliques to be taken in the direction of 
our attack, verticals in strips parallel to our front and both fur-* 
nished in sufficient quantity for distribution to companies and obs
ervers, and in tine for v.pp; .likewise- *, fRyfRv annotated photographic 
mosaics- grid for regimental and Division use. 

c UNCUS3KED 
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rro jii'a8& FOURTH MARIKS DIVISIOI' OPERATION 

cWhile front line panels are SOP, the suggestion ha v been 
offered to use some similar type of panel immedia tely behind the 
front line to identify, boundar ies. This scheme would be a great aid 
to pilots and observers and would materially assist API personnel 
in annotating aerial, photographs for general use. 

The enlarged b-°ach photographs, in some capes annotated, 
vere excellent. The quantity received permitted distribution, down 
to companies, • 

(c) Hydrogrpphlc Infornation. 

In general, preliminary hydrographic information furnish
ed Division proved accurate. 

The carefully laid plans for the attachment of personnel 
from the 4th Reconnaissance Company to accompany the Underwater Demo
lition Teams on their reconnaissance preliminary to D-day, and their 
consequent assignments to report to assault battalions, 
and Division, were partially upset in the fin^lphase, due to damage 
suffered by the ships on which these personnel were embarked. 

Dispatch reports, while brief, were of considerable value. 
In the instances where' Underwater Demolition Te^m antf Division Re
connaissance personnel succeeded in reporting in person, they proved 
of great assistance. The personnel reporting aboard the Division 
Command Ship gave an excellent report and m^ny points of interest 
were developed in a round table interrogation, 

Information of particular importance obtained from the 
UDT's included the following' (l) the lack of underwater obstacles, 
permitting landing craft up to LST1 s to use the beaches; (2) the 
nature of the benches and location of ..terraces inland from, the 
beaches; (3) routes inland from the beaches; (4) the extremely high 
gradient of the slope up to Airfield I'o. 1; (5) the presence of 
unidentified positions in the bas^ of the embankment of the Airfield; 
and (6) the' presence of heavy defensive concentrations in the vic
inity of MT," SI^IBACHI and th» wooded area north of the Quarry. • 

The only misleading item of information, was the -state
ment that the beach sand or volcanic ash would support the movement 
¦of jeeps and other small trucks. Until roads were bulldozed, passage 
of wheeled vehicles proved impossible. 

4 
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P'njr>Q'P^3 r*o jima 

d ) Other Intelligence. 

On the whole, the intelligence furnished by higher echel
on for the V'O JV TA Operation prior to D-day v,qs more timely, com** 
plete and usable than on any previou-e operation. 

preliminary information, while not complete, wp
' 

adequate for initial-planning* phfls^e. . . 

The pr?par«tion of p> pintle comprehenplve JICPOA "bulletin 
3to treat ev»ry aFTD^ct of the target and. the uee of this bulletin 

the baeie for all other intelligence proved highly (satisfactory. . 
T'ith maps,, charts and photograr)hw a, the printed bulletin we in a 
form to be readily digested and vsre furnished in rufficient quanti
ties to be dietribu-tc-d to all echelonr. Itrendered unnecessary th? 
prepa.ra.tipn of the usual mimeographed study of the theater of opera
tions. 

" . 
The G-2 Study, prepared VAC, containing a situation 

map, lifts of defensive installations, by target area squares, and 
studies, diagrams and drawings of each of the beaches, ."^s extens-
ively used to good purpose, particularly in the briefing stage. 

The voluminous C~2 Study of the Enemy -Situation proved 
an excellent vehicle for collecting and issuing 'all unoUsreminated 
enemy information acquired prior to leaving the HAWAIIAN Area. 
Sufficient quantities were provided for vide distribution, though--some of the enclosures -?.g. the lists of officers rid not 
need such vide distribution* Order of Battle information, as it 
turned out, v.a.s not complete, but all .possible methods of moving it 
complete must have been used. 

Various beach diagrams profiles and voter level r>ro
files siro'olemented the principal studies and of 

•' 
assist-proved some 

once. ; 

Use vac made of the G-,2 Tactical Study of the Terrain, 
especially in planning phases. The report of the submarine reconn
aissance provided important verifications of early estimates. 

Aerial photographic interpretations m*de by 1, JICP.OA 
and Interpron 2 differed considerably, As eraphp sized in section 1 
(a) of this Annex (Maps), it is strongly recommended that the inter

¦pretations not be dur>ilc°ted but be F\n6. issued by one • 

*gency. 
«%¦ a i%f*iff"iri\ 
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After D-day close contact we maintained" with vACTjr by 
1 •telephone, teletype, dispatch and liaison. VAOL1 node' every effort 

to keep Division veil informed, C-2 Periodic Reports. were received 
in sufficient quantities to be distributed to regiments, which gave 
them a better over-pll picture than had been h^ret^fore provided. 

The preliminary order of battle analypis, issued on 
D-plus-10, w.n.e useful and accurate, but it is believed that the'
production of similar studies «t an earlier stagß of the operation, 
even though 7 they could not be so comprehensive or accurate in detail, 
would have given better direction to" Division. 

The coordination with higher on intelligence 
matters reached an all-tine high, TSvery request by Division was 
approved at once ,T,

Trith the single exception of requests for aerial 
photographic coverage in the later ph»pe of the operation. 

2, i::t^lmg^iot FrrcrioNii/G-. 

(p) Collection of Information. 

Collection of information from lower echelons followed • 

standard practice and procedure. Reports and single it^ms of informa
tion from on? echelon were correlated by the next echelon and for
varded until they reached Division. Division w.pe in constant comu
nication vith regiments vy phone and by liaison. 

Establishment of Division OP 1 s from which the Division 
zon- of action could be scrutinized wae most difficult -due to the 

¦terrain. Initially, the Division OP team, using 20-power captured 
Jap glasses, operated on the top of XT ST!^.IBACT-I. In the later phas^ 5, 
after the' capture of Hill382 and its environs, it wne necessary to 
displace for closer observation. Due to the fact that no singl^ . 
point permitted observation of one whol^ battalion sector in 
its entirety, it was necessary to establish s-^v^ral roving t.wo-n«n
Op's, which moved as frequently ne required to keep their zon-a under 
observation.' As distances involved were short, reports were collect
ed by runner and brought to a central collection point, wher« they 
were correlated and transmitted to G--°. As the OP' runners w^.re" in 
constant contact with company and battalion VV*e, & valuable flow of 
additional intelligence -wa s possible. 

The difficulties of observation, lack of late aerial 
photographs "and the failure of the map to portray the whole picture 
accurately, constituted a serious problem-. As a result the G--2 mad^ 
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almost daily tours to all battalion C?'s and as many battalion and 
©empany O?'e as vere necessary to complete the full picture. Like
wise, enemy-held terrain was- studied from the air and from close-in 
reconnaissance on an LCI(G). Thie constant study of all angles of the 
terrain not under our control, coupled with an intimate contact with 
operations «nd all intelligence echelons, assisted in making the .Div
ision Intelligence effort more valuable than it had ever been vhlle 
in combat. 

Due to 'the closercontact naint^in^d t*lth the enemy 
throughout the operation there wbp little opportunity or occasion 
for patrols to the front of ourllines. Listening posts were main
tained at ni£-ht and anti-sniper patrols covered rear areas. In both 
of these tasks the war dogs proved to be invaluable. Itvas reported 
th=»t the German shepherds appeared to be the superior breed for 
scouting of fortified positions and caves. 

Collection of documents and material is discussed in 
Section 4 of this Annex. Systematically organized search patrols 
covered rear areas attempting to find documents, and front line 

either turned, in documents ~units or reported location of observed 
caches as found. . 

Division Language personnel received valuable experience 
in monitoring Japanese radio transmission. It is believed from this 
experiment vith * minimum of equipment that the effort is thoroughly 
worth vhile and should be highly developed for any future- operation. 

A Ground Study Te^m was organized from G~? and -JICPOA 
personnel. Its composition included photographers, draftsman and 
language personnel and was augmented when necessary by specialists 
such as experts on bombs, weapons, planes, etc. The team w«p command
ed by the Officer-in-Ch^rge of JICPOA Team l*o. 25, part experi
ence enabled this group:. Tl) to m*ke accurate d^ily reports; (2)~ to ' 
compile a complete record of the enemy s ¦ organization of the ground;
(3) to obtain photographs, dravinge and sketches of installations 
and terrain; .and finally (4) to arrange for the collection of all 
weapons of particular intelligence value, . 

Intelligence collected by artillery vsp notably improved. 
The S-2 made full and proper use of the wealth of sources at his dis
posal including artillery forward observers, «ir observers, obser
vation posts and flash ranging. Hesultant reports were extremely 
valuable to Division, 

» 
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(b) Evaluation and Dlsgemln^tlon of Information. 

Subsequent to the issuance of the Division Intelligence? 
Annex nid while enroute to the target, the Division Intelligence 
Section prepared and distributed a study of the western Beaches and 
two nppfnr'ices to the Intelligence Annex to the Division Operation 
Order illwhich' an effort we made to analyze and present the latest 
intelligence garnered from aerial photographs and other sources in p 

clear and concise form.
/:**¦i. 

Benefiting by past experience, the initial dissemination 
of intelligence material for the operation ws effected direct to all 
m^jor units in sealed packages for further distribution after depart
ure from the HAWAIIANhren. /Intelligence re-c^ived after embarkation 
at PEARL FAR3OR and at .SAIPAN vag distributed direct to «11 ships for 
further distribution aboard. The pl^n *ras the most successful on^ 
used to date. 

At the target, even -though there vac less intelligence 
material: with which to work than on SAIPAK, the Division Intelligence
Section did a far sounder job of evaluation than before. Information 
was received from battalions and regiments in more accurate form than 
heretofore. Regimental intelligence reports were also better organiz
ed and gave a clearer picture than formerly. 

At Division CP, to dissemination, all intelligence£rior 
received wqs carefully but rapidly evaluated. Compilation and evalu
ation of Order of Battle information wai?. made a Language Section 
function. On D^plus-6, three days after Division OV 'wap established 
ashore, a detailed Order of Battle was published and given .wide dis
tribution. On D-plus-9, a. special report en-titled "Analysis of Orig
inal,"Enel-ray Dispositions and Subsequent Movements", we.. given similar 
dissemination. This- report was an attempt to present a graphic pic
ture of enemy units defending in this Division 1 s 7.one of action on 
D-day/ and to give a running story of how enemy units disintegrated 
or retreated, and what enemy units were believed remaining to oppose 
us. It was felt that only through such a. summary could troops and 
command ejrs alike visualize the nature of the enemy in contact. A 
special -collection of captured orders overlays in connection with 
the eneriy counterattack 'on the night of D-plus-18 (Q Karen), was also 
prepared, together with an analysis of enVmy operations during the 
attack. 

" ' • and periodic reports wereDivision intelligence ' .sound 
•a-c curate and remain as 'tangible evidence of their worth. 

Continuous telephonic contact with all units- and daily
liaison with higher, lo^er. and adjacent units made dissemination' 
rapid and efficient. 

— —
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(c) Comnuni cations. 

Initially each regimental S-^ was provided vith an SCR 
500 radio, for contact vith Division using -.the Division OP channel. 
Heavy initial losses of radio equipment necessitated the appropriation 
of the regimental sets allocated for intelligence sections. These 
radios could not be replaced during the operation. The speed and value 
of the information obtained from this temporary net while it was in 
operation opinionsconfirmed of its extreme value. 

Messages from the regiments reaching G--2 through regular 
radio channels were supplemented by- the radio dispatch summaries 
called 'for in Division Intelligence Memorandum Ho 5-44 and presented 
an adequate and clears picture, even though delivery of -regim-ental per
iodic reports was delayed. Radio ..communication vith VACLF was satis
factory and G-2 periodic reports were delivered each morning by offi
cer me-s'eenger. 

Vihen telephonic connections were established, the field 
¦telephone became the standard means of communication with regiments 

and VACLF, A separate .phone for the language Section permitted both 
'it and the Operations Section of G--? to function more efficiently. 

IProximity of"regimental CP's to Division permitted prompt- delivery: 
of all written reports and generally facilitated rapid communication. 

Communication with the Division OP throughout the opera
tion was by SCR 300 radio over the Divi.rion OP channel. 

(&) kiaison. 

On the day. that Division CP-va.s set up ashore, G--2 in
stituted the practice of-sending experienced officer daily to nsVe
 
a round of the regimental CP's, G~2, VACLF, and the C—2 T s of the 3rd
 
and ~sth Harine Divisions. By employment of this system the G-2 liai

•son officer could, collect as well as disseminate intelligence. Exper-
;
ience: .with -the procedure confirmed the belief that it iSa sounder
 

plan than to attach an officer from the C--2 Section to each regiment
al intelligence section .for an operation, where he becomes merely an 
assistant to the S-2, taking over the task, of dissemination which the, 

¦ ¦ 

¦ ¦section is capable of. performing. ; 
' .. 

Daily liaison with tha other .Divisions «nd VATL? per
mitted observation and comparison of. procedure -pnd methods of-func
tion of their various departments such as API, language, -etc,, result...... 

s •¦¦ing in a reciprocal exchange .of good,~idea-s. 
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